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NEW QUESTION 1
Which of the following is not a Cisco RF fingerprinting key advantage over Location Tracking?

A. Uses existing LWAPP-enabled Cisco Unified Networking components.
B. Proprietary client hardware or software is required.
C. Better accuracy and precision.
D. Reduced calibration effort

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 2
A customer has implemented several WLANs in an auditorium utilizing a newly dedicated WLC and is experiencing excessive channel utilization regardless of occupancy. Which action reduces channel utilization without removing SSIDs?

A. Disable MCS data rates 0 through 11.
B. Disable MCS data rates used by 40 MHz channels.
C. Disable data rates that use CCK.
D. Disable VHT data rate

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 3
After a wireless deployment, users report that wireless voice clients are experiencing an unacceptable amount of delay while roaming during a call on the Cisco Unified 7925 Series phones. The customer environment consists of multiple controllers, all running 7.4.121.0 code, operating in a centralized deployment. What configuration issue is most likely contributing to the problem?

A. The authentication should be set to WPA2-PSK to allow for 802.11n speeds for the Cisco Unified 7925 phones.
B. The access points on that floor are all on one controller and should be load balanced evenly across multiple controllers.
C. The access points for that floor are salt and peppered across multiple controllers and should be moved to the primary controller.
D. The wireless phones are operating in the 2.4 GHz band and should be configured for the 5 GHz band.

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 4
An engineer wants to configure Call Admission Control and ensure that AC is based on the capacity of the AP and considering the possible impact of other APs in the area.

A. Which two configuration options are required? (Choose two.)
B. StaticCAC
C. Admission Control
D. Load-Based AC
E. Add Traffic Stream
F. Reserved Roaming Bandwidth
G. Expedited Bandwidth

Answer: BC

NEW QUESTION 5
An engineer must deploy FlexConnect APs to a site that typically has 300 ms latency to the WLC. Which typical operating mode must the engineer plan on for normal operations?

A. local authentication, local switching
B. central authentication, central switching
C. central authentication, local switching
D. connected mode

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 6
A FlexConnect remote office deployment is using five 2702i APs indoors and two 1532i APs outdoors. When a code upgrade is performed and FlexConnect Smart AP Image Upgrade is leveraged, but no FlexConnect Master AP has been configured. How many image transfers between the WLC and APs will occur?

A. 7
B. 1
C. 5
D. 2

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 7
Which two methods to discover a controller does a MAP attempt when it boots up? (Choose two.)

A. if Ethernet and wireless are available, it attempts to discover only via Ethernet.
B. if Ethernet is disconnected, it attempts to connect wirelessly using AWPP.
C. if only wireless is available and it is configured as a MAP, it does not attempt to connect to a WLC.
D. If Ethernet and wireless are available, it uses Ethernet first.
E. If it cannot connect via Ethernet, then it chooses wireless.
F. If Ethernet is disconnected, it attempts to connect wirelessly using the configured DHCP option.

**Answer:** AB

**NEW QUESTION 8**
After implementing mDNS gateway, a school's network administrator notices that mDNS wireless printers are available over the whole network. Which feature can the admin use to restrict the printer mDNS advertisements to the AP that the printer is joined to and adjacent APs?

A. mDNS-AP
B. SSO
C. LSS
D. Priority MAC

**Answer:** A

**NEW QUESTION 9**
What are two functions of the RAP in a mesh network? (Choose two.)

A. It provides a wired connection for the wireless mesh APs.
B. It adds capacity and resilience to a mesh area.
C. It creates a centralized management location for the mesh network.
D. It reduces the hop count to the wireless network that is connected to the edge.
E. It routes traffic from the wireless mesh to the wired network.

**Answer:** BD

**NEW QUESTION 10**
Which statement about when you configure FlexConnect APs and you want to set up Cisco Centralized Key Management fast roaming is true?

A. FlexConnect groups are required for Cisco Centralized Key Management fast roaming to work with FlexConnect access points.
B. APs that are in the same FlexConnect group but associated to different WLCs support Cisco Centralized Key Management.
C. Cisco Centralized Key Management fast roaming among FlexConnect and non-FlexConnect access points is supported.
D. The FlexConnect access point must be in standalone mode to support Cisco Centralized Key Management.

**Answer:** A

**NEW QUESTION 11**
Which three fields are required when creating a new NetFlow Exporter? (Choose three.)

A. IP address
B. AP group
C. WLAN ID
D. port number
E. SSID
F. exporter name

**Answer:** ADF

**Explanation:**

**NEW QUESTION 12**
A sporting arena has a new wireless network and finds that clients are not connecting to their nearest access point. Which setting can be enabled to minimize this behavior and reduce the AP view of channel utilization?

A. Use an RF profile with an RX-SOP threshold.
B. Enable Band Select
C. Enable Client Balancing
D. Turn on CleanAir

**Answer:** A

**NEW QUESTION 13**
When CAPWAP protocol runs over IPv4, which UDP port numbers are used for control and data traffic, respectively?

A. control 5246, data – UDP-Lite (IP Protocol 136)
B. control 5247, data – 5246
C. control 5246, data – 5247
D. control 5247, data – UDP-Lite (IP Protocol 136)

**Answer:** C
NEW QUESTION 14
A wireless engineer is configuring a Cisco MSE by using the automatic installation script. Which two parameters are mandatory and must be configured at least once? (Choose two.)

A. Ethernet interface  
B. hostname  
C. GRUB password  
D. domain name  
E. NTP server

Answer: AB

Explanation:
Please note that the following parameters (indicated by *) are mandatory and must be configured at least once.
- Hostname
- Network interface eth0
- Timezone
- Root password
- NCS Communication username
- NCS Communication password

Reference:

NEW QUESTION 15
A network engineer just finished deploying a converged access wireless infrastructure. The configuration consists of Cisco Catalyst 3850 Series switches operating as mobility controllers and agents in multiple switch peer groups and mobility subdomains. Which change must be made to allow for seamless roaming between switch peer groups?

A. Add one Cisco 5760 WLC as a mobility oracle and configure on each of the mobility controllers in the converged access infrastructure.  
B. Add another Cisco Catalyst 3850 switch as a mobility oracle and configure on each of the mobility controllers in the converged access infrastructure.  
C. Convert one controller to a mobility oracle while the other mobility controllers and agents should be configured in the same mobility domain.  
D. Configure all switches as mobility controllers in the same switch peer group to allow for seamless roaming.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 16
A wireless engineer must optimize RF performance for multiple bindings with multiple types of construction and user density. Which two actions must be taken? (Choose two.)

A. Enable DTPC on the network.  
B. Configure RF Profiles for each area type.  
C. Configure WMM profiles for each building.  
D. Configure FlexConnect groups for each building.  
E. Configure AP groups for each area type

Answer: BE

NEW QUESTION 17
Branch wireless users report that they can no longer access services from head office but can access services locally at the site. New wireless users can associate to the wireless while the WAN is down. Which three options (Cisco FlexConnect state, operation mode, and authentication method) are seen in this scenario? (Choose three.)

A. authentication-central/switch-local  
B. standalone mode  
C. authentication-central/switch-central  
D. WPA2 personal  
E. authentication-local/switch-local  
F. WPA2 enterprise

Answer: BDE

NEW QUESTION 18
A customer is concerned about the number of associations on the guest WLAN and wants to reduce load to ensure there are sufficient resources for the High Density WLAN. Which configuration setting meets this need?

A. Change the QoS profile of the guest WLAN to Bronze.  
B. Set a low Maximum Allowed Clients on the Guest WLAN.  
C. Configure MFP client protection on the high density WLAN.  
D. Enable DHCP Profiling and restrict guest devices using a policy map.

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 19
Refer to the exhibit.
During deployment, a network engineer notices that voice traffic is not being tagged correctly as it traverses the network. Which COS to DSCP map must be modified to ensure that voice traffic is treated properly?

A. COS of 5 to DSCP 46
B. COS of 7 to DSCP 48
C. COS of 6 to DSCP 46
D. COS of 3 to DSCP of 26

Answer: A

**NEW QUESTION 20**
You must use Cisco AVC on a WLC to prevent users from accessing a social media website. Which action do you configure in a rule?

A. drop
B. rate-limit
C. deny
D. mark

Answer: A

**NEW QUESTION 21**
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